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In a digital age shaped by smartphones and continuous connectivity, a mobile app emerges as a 
potent tool for establishing a direct and compelling connection with your shareholders. Much like 
a consistent presence on social networks ensures visibility, a meticulously crafted and functional 
mobile app serves as an extension of your corporate identity. It grants investors seamless access to 
vital information, timely updates, and insightful perspectives.

STOCK MARKETING’S IR MOBILE APP:

STRATEGIC DIGITAL CONNECTION
Harness the power of mobile connectivity for investor engagement

Cultivate a purposeful and strategic digital alliance with your shareholders by leveraging the 
power of a meticulously designed mobile app. In an era where smartphones and constant 
connectivity define our digital landscape, this innovative tool serves as the conduit for direct and 
compelling engagement. Seamlessly integrating into the daily lives of your audience, ensuring 
meaningful and sustained connections in today’s rapidly evolving technological landscape.

An Evolution in Investor Relations

EXTENDED CORPORATE IDENTITY
A seamless extension to elevate your presence with an IR Mobile App

This sophisticated mobile platform goes beyond mere aesthetics, offering investors a gateway 
to seamless access to company information and updates. The IR Mobile App not only amplifies 
your corporate identity but also transforms it into a dynamic and interactive experience for your 
shareholders. Embracing the digital age, our solution ensures that your company will foster 
deeper connections and lasting impressions among investors who seek convenience and value in 
their interactions.

EFFORTLESS INVESTOR ACCESS
Effortless Accessibility, Timely Insights: Empowering Investors with Convenience

Grant investors effortless access to company information and timely updates through a  
user-friendly mobile app. In a world where connectivity is key, our services ensure your 
shareholders stay engaged, informed, and connected.

ONLINE MARKETING FOR 
PUBLIC COMPANIES

IR Mobile Apps
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IR MOBILE APP INCLUDES:

Real-time news release 
notifications to mobile phone 

home screens.

WHY STOCK MARKETING?
Our online marketing services deliver maximum 
effectiveness with the best value in the industry.

NO SET-UP FEES
Launch your marketing program without the 
upfront investment.

Adhering to ‘best practices’ and setting the 
standard in service, Stock Marketing provides 
timely, compliant, and on-brand online 
marketing services, amplifying your visibility 
and extending your reach to potential investors 
effectively.

Like all of Stock Marketing’s services, the IR 
Mobile App package is a monthly subscription 
service that does not require a set up fee for the 
work to get started. Simply enjoy knowing that 
nothing is standing in the way of getting your 
online marketing engine started!

“IR Mobile Apps should be the first 
and most obvious choice for every 
public company. The ability to send an 
instantaneous notification from our 
company to the screens of thousands if 
not, millions of investors’ mobile phones is 
invaluable, especially as their smartphone 
is the most likely means used to  
purchase stocks.”

SAF DHILLON 
CEO, IMETAL RESOURCES INC.  
(TSXV: IMR | OTCQB: IMRFF | FSE: A7V)

ABOUT STOCK MARKETING
Stock Marketing was created to assist public companies in connecting with potential investors through online marketing. 
With expertise in website design, social media marketing, and adapting to emerging technologies, we've successfully executed 
over 500 projects, ranging from company launches to rebrands and holistic marketing strategies. Crafted to be cost-effective 
and streamlined, our in-house services are enriched by the insights of our founder, Scott Breard, who, as a Director of a 
TSXV listing, understands the specific marketing needs of public companies. Our mission is to help public companies harness 
cutting-edge online marketing practices to capture the attention of today’s investor.

ONLINE MARKETING FOR 
PUBLIC COMPANIES

• Your IR Mobile App available on the Apple 
and Google Play Store

• Live Stock Price
• News Release Updates with Real  

Time Notifications
• Project & Location Visualization
• Corporate Bios for Key Executives &  

Team Members
• Investor Presentation & Fact Sheet with 

Download Links
• Comprehensive Financial Hub
• Multimedia Content Integration
• User-Centric Updates to showcase a 

commitment to transparent communication 
and technological advancement.

• Social Media Links
• Email Newsletter Sign-up


